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Top five strategic priorities in next three years

To disrupt is to exist

of CEOs say that rather than waiting to 
be disrupted by competitors, their 
organization is actively disrupting the 
sector in which they operate

Digital & sensory concerns

72%

say their organizations do 
not have the sensory 
capabilities and innovative 
processes to respond to 
rapid disruption

57%

25%
Greater speed 
to market

Digitization of 
the business

22%
Becoming more 
data-driven

21%
Building 
public trust

21%
Implementing 
disruptive 
technology



20%

are concerned about 
integrating cognitive 
processes and 
artificial intelligence

61%
say they are not 
leveraging digital as 
a means to connect 
to their customers 
effectively

45%

see technology disruption 
as more of an opportunity 
than a threat

60%

Areas of greatest 
investment in 
technology expected 
in three years

61%
Data analytics Cognitive 

technologies
Internet of 
Things

58% 55%

A view of disruption and
growth from the top
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Procurement

Convergence of 
Industry Models

Grow, evolve or 
fade away

Emerging 
Technology

Big Data & 
Predictive Analytics

Shifting Geopolitical & 
Regulatory Environment

Changing Workforce 
Demographics

Experience
Centricity

New | Alternate
Business Models

Cross-sector disruptors shaping the future
Procurement must disrupt itself to remain relevant, to both grow and stay in front of the ever evolving landscape ….
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Procurement should lead the functional shift to digital

by …Procurement will …

So where is procurement going in the future …?

1990’s:   PURCHASING 2000’s:   SOURCING Today:   E2E LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

capitalize on market dynamics leveraging technology that perpetually monitors changes in variables that 
comprise should-cost models, potentially shifting to more of a trader model

shift towards marketplaces directing tactical spend to supplier networks and marketplaces

become invisible to customers providing simple interaction with chatbots, Digital Assistants, and Artificial 
Intelligence (e.g., Cognitive Contract Authoring)

directly impact 70% of the 
organizational role structure

using technology to make decisions, improve processes (e.g., contextual 
approvals), propose actions, and automate repeatable activities

model collaborative behaviors finding new insights from data that connects the front, middle & back office 
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Adapting the role of procurement, including the foundational structure to support the agenda for the future – Organisational simplification, streamlined hierarchy and governance, performance management

Integrated new technologies to enhance agility & usability –
* Cloud Platforms * Robotics * Machine Learning & Cognitive

* Natural Language Processing *

Discovering new insights by combining internal & external data –
moving from descriptive to predictive and proactive analytics

Building next generation procurement skills and capabilities 
amidst changes in demographics, working skillsets and styles

The CPO agenda for the future of procurement
Leading procurement organizations will have developed a structured agenda to deal with disruption
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Supplier centricity focuses on integrated partnerships
Driving supplier performance and relationships to a new level while fostering innovation and mitigating risk

 Integrated partnerships without lengthy contracting 
cycles

 Suppliers managing their own marketplace tailored 
to your organization (i.e. open contracts)

 Supplier sentiment used to manage performance and 
usage 

 Real-time supplier performance management and 
issue resolution

 Predictive analytics providing a transparent view of supplier 
performance and risk beyond the third party

 Risk managed through third parties and communities for current 
and emerging risks

 Global trading networks and online communities providing price 
and value transparency

 eProcurement tools simplifying the marketplace and arming 
requisitioners to do it themselves

A
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Internal and external Big data used to 
develop and support strategies 
Should-cost analytics inform decisions
Predictive analytics drive action

Utilizing AI agents to monitor / forecast 
market changes, events and trends
Monitoring leading indicators within the 
organization

Actively testing disruption hypotheses 
for step-change performance 

improvement
Engaging suppliers in disruption 

opportunity identification

Category demand and costs linked to 
business activities
Zero-based category cost budgets 
utilized for financial management

Supply market knowledge injected into 
functional / business strategies

Insights “on-demand” via AI assistants

Category innovation will unlock new untapped value
The change will be driven through integrated business planning supported through deep supply market insights and 
predictive analytics ……… procurement will be at the forefront of change 

Tactical activities fully automated
Basic category management 

via tech-enabled “self-service”

B
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Key contributor in the business 
planning process (ex. Zero-
Based Budgeting, Should-Cost 
Modeling)

Driver of spend behavior using 
key insights into spend data, 
supplier relationships, and risks

Broker to products, skills, and 
sources of innovation to solve the 
business’ problems

Responsible for long term decisions that 
benefit the business, its customers, environment, 
and society. 

Instill a human-centered approach 
to solving problems and measure 
true customer satisfaction

Focus on reducing the cost of 
change and adapt quicker- Invest in 
digital technologies

Monitor market trends and assess 
potential impacts to procurement- Foster a 
culture of innovation

Drive spend behavior proactively by making the right 
data available at the right time - Invest in artificial 
intelligence

Transforming Procurement’s Role Transforming Procurement’s Behavior

Customer centricity will require new roles and behaviours
Becoming a “User Friendly Function” and delivering a “seamless commerce experience” that drives and enables the 
right behaviours … procurement will transform into a true relationship brokering role between supply & demand

C
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End to end controls and compliance 
automation

Procurement leads technology administration

Controls embedded into infrastructure and 
auto-monitored

Compliance through ease of use

Reduce manual effort for repetitive tasks 
shifting resources to strategic activities

Extreme automation through digital labor

Continuous process improvement through RPA

Prescriptive insights that drive action; 
insights before questions are even asked

Blockchain improves visibility and security

Intelligent assistants access broad platform base

Predictive insights enabling proactive action

Data uncovers new sources of 
value

Predictive data feeds augmenting 
refreshable analytics cube

On-demand analytics to aid decision 
making in real-time

Disruptors that enable extreme automation
Leading organizations are driving automation by leveraging a combination of disruptors to re-energize procurement

D
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 From Descriptive to Predictive
 Did-Cost to Should-Cost modelling
 Auditing to Proactive Compliance Monitoring 

to Mistake Proofing
 Reactive Sourcing to Automated Sourcing and 

Bid Evaluation
 Category Managers will utilize on-demand 

category insights
 Real-time supplier risk management based on 

internal and external (social media, news feeds, 
etc.) intelligence

 Embedding of subscription services to drive 
data accuracy and richness driving decision 
making

Integration and Prediction will drive data and analytics
Data and analytics will turn predictive to drive work prioritization and deliver superior procurement experiences, 
procurement professionals will be the “data masters” delivering powerful, real-time and accurate results ….. 

Integration amongst functional silos will pave the way towards rich 
predictive analytics to deliver on business needs from both a value and 

risk perspective

E
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Future Challenges and Needs….

Millennial workforce replacing the 
institutional knowledge of retirees and 
desiring a different “employee experience”

Digital transformation eliminating the work 
of the transactional & tactical 
procurement workforce

Training programs to accommodate future 
skills and different learning environments

Contingent labor required to support the 
highly skilled analytical positions

Future Skills Required for Procurement…

Relationship management both internal 
and external 

Analytical modelling capability and the need 
for the “Citizen Data Scientist” 

“Life long learners” who are digital and 
technology conversant (Growth Mindset)

Cross functional expertise, improved 
business acumen, and negotiation readiness 

Delivering the future relies on a workforce of the future
Digital acumen will be as important as procurement acumen to grow and serve your organization ….. however being 
empathetic, technology conversant and analytically fluent will be the minimum requirement 

…….. a blended left & right brain ability is key !!

F
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Agile operating models tie it all together 
Organizations will move to operating models with a high degree of flexibility in the digital age - Effectiveness and 
measurement of operating model value will no longer be linked to only “how much have you saved” as feedback from 
suppliers, customers and other stakeholders about how they “feel” about procurement will be a key measurement 

G

Methods, decision making, and governance
Strong continued importance on simplifying the governance and decision 

authority frameworks with cross-functional alignment

Behaviors within the organization
More proactive focus on defining the right 
culture needed to support the procurement 

strategy and sustain long term value

Ability to undertake & manage changes 
continuous improvement, Kaizen, innovation, future 

proofing to be agile and continuously improve

Role of Procurement, Size, Shape, Automation,
and Delivery Model

Procurement organization structure will be lean, right-
sized, and focused on higher-value services

Strategic, direction, support & communication
Cross-functional & cross-business unit 

leadership involvement will be more prominent.  
Procurement leadership sets the stage, and drives 

accountability

Process & measurement of organizational performance
Procurement Effectiveness at the Enterprise level will be a key indicator for success 

along with clear line of sight into what drives value for the organization
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Procurement

“Convergence of industry 
models” = implications 

under category innovation

“Grow, evolve or fade away” = 
Overall implications for 
procurement to grow and evolve

“Emerging technology” 
= Digital procurement 

platforms

“Big Data” = 
Insights  & analytics

“Shifting geopolitical & 
regulatory environment” = Implications 

under supplier centricity on risk

“Changing workforce 
demographics” = 

Workforce of the future

“Experience centricity” 
= Customer and 

Supplier Centricity

“New business 
models” = Agile 
operating model

Cross-sector disruptors shaping the future
Procurement must disrupt itself to grow and stay in front of the change curve in order to maintain relevance  ………

…….. what’s on your change agenda ?
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